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Abstract
Machine-learning promises to transform compilation and
software engineering, yet is frequently limited by the scope
of available datasets. In particular, there is a lack of runnable,
real-world datasets required for a range of tasks ranging from
neural program synthesis to machine learning-guided pro-
gram optimization. We introduce a new dataset, ExeBench,
which attempts to address this. It tackles two key issues with
real-world code: references to external types and functions
and scalable generation of IO examples. ExeBench is the first
publicly available dataset that pairs real-world C code taken
from GitHub with IO examples that allow these programs to
be run. We develop a toolchain that scrapes GitHub, analyzes
the code, and generates runnable-snippets of code. We ana-
lyze our benchmark suite using several metrics, and show
it is representative of real-world code. ExeBench contains
4.5M compilable and 700k executable C functions. This scale
of executable, real functions will enable the next generation
of machine learning based programming tasks.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Com-
pilers.

Keywords: Code Dataset, Compilers, C, Mining Software
Repositories, Machine Learning for Code, Program Synthesis
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1 Introduction
Large datasets have been instrumental in accelerating in-
novation in machine learning deployment from image pro-
cessing [1] to text-generation [2]. In the area of program-
ming languages, we have witnessed a flurry of activity based
around code datasets [3]. These cover many programming
languages and are used for tasks such as code completion [4],
clone detection [5, 6], code translation [7].

However, none are suitable for the tasks of neural compi-
lation [8], decompilation [9] and program synthesis[10, 11].
Here, the key requirement is that the programs are exe-
cutable and cover a diverse range of task representing the
space of programs a compiler is likely to encounter [12] as
anything else is likely to lead to models that do not gener-
alize [4, 13, 14]. Existing datasets for these tasks are either
synthetics [15] or contain too few tasks to cover the range of
tasks such tools will encounter [6]. Synthetic datasets gener-
alize more poorly than real code [16], and we currently lack
a dataset of runnable real code required for many problems.

Anghabench [17] provides 1.04M compilable C functions
scrapped from GitHub, exactly the kind of code that can be
used to train models that generalize [18]. However, while
these programs are useful for code compression and other
static tasks, the existing datasets cannot be used for more
challenging learning tasks that involve benchmark execu-
tion. Anghabench functions often missing externally de-
fined types and function dependencies, are not executable
and do not provide a set of inputs and outputs. ExeBench
addresses this problem by automatically finding external
tyes and functions and producing IO examples for 687,843
functions, enabling tasks ranging from neural synthesis to
machine-learning based program optimization.
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We scrape GitHub, the largest host of open-source code
in the world [19], isolating deduplicated functions [20] as
separate files that are compilable and executable from a stan-
dard harness. We search the wider code repository for the
appropriate header and library include files which when com-
piled give a correctly functioning executable. We develop a
scalable test generation tool that uses function signatures to
automatically create multiple test input/output pairs without
any external intervention.

In summary, we contribute with:
• ExeBench, the first machine leaning-scale set of exe-
cutable programs in C, providing 700k functions.

• An analysis of the characteristics of ExeBench, show-
ing that it represents a diverse set of code, representa-
tive of GitHub code.

• A methodology for building such datasets that can be
applied to other repositories of C code.

We make the ExeBench dataset and tools available in a
machine learning-friendly format.1

2 Related Work
There has been considerable effort in developing code datasets
and generating appropriate test data.

2.1 Datasets
We can broadly spit existing datasets into those sourced from
competitons and those based on more real-world sources.

Competition Sourced. Due to the difficulties of gener-
ating appropriate input data, many executable code data
sets are sourced from program competitions. Here the input
and outputs are defined as part of the competition and by
construction are guaranteed to be appropriate for the suc-
cessful code entries. CodeNet [6] is a large dataset, but in
the style of POJ-104 [5], focuses on a limited set of problems.
ProgRes [21] uses similar data sources for a neural program
synthesis dataset, attempting to overcome the limited num-
ber of problems by considering sub-regions of programs and
using program slices to select datasets for code sub-regions.

Real-world. A number of projects have set out to source
large quantities of data, from real wold sources such as
Github [22] and other repositories such as SourceForge and
JavaForge [23]. They have created compilable datasets from
Github in Java [24–27], Scala [28] and C [17], and syntheti-
cally in OpenCL [29], Python [30, 31] and C [32]. Gistable
is an executable Python dataset [33] providing 10,259 exe-
cutable snippets from Github. Docable [34] explore the exe-
cutability of online tutorials.
Executable real-world C, however, is more challenging

due to library dependence, global variables and pointers.

1https://github.com/jordiae/exebench

CSNIPPEX [35] generates compilable snippets from Stack-
overflow posts and various works rely on compilable Stack-
overflow snippets for their analyses [36]. The closest related
work is Anghabench [17], a collection containing over one
million C benchmarks created out of open-source reposito-
ries. Each program consists of individual functions extracted
from code mined from Github plus complementary code in-
serted by a type inference engine to solve external function
dependencies that otherwise prevent compilation. Although
compilable, Anghabench programs cannot be executed be-
cause they lack a main routine and input data. This prevents
them from being used for tasks that involve execution and,
as there are no outputs, behavioral equivalence.

2.2 Test Generation
Generating useful input data for C functions is critical for
an executable code dataset. This is a well studied area with
different SMT [37, 38] and symbolic execution-based ap-
proaches [39]. Other techniques use random test generation
to achieve the same aims [40]. While in principle, test gen-
eration is a well studied, in fails in practise as it is either
too slow (SMT) or requires external specification of input
domains. Our approach to input generation is automatic and
scalable, allowing the efficient generation of tests on a large
scale, while still providing significant potential for detecting
certain common errors [41, 42] and obtaining performance
results for generated code.

3 Overview
Figure 1 shows an overview of our methodology. We first ex-
pand macros (1) except include directives and extract the real
definitions (2a) by fixing the missing includes (if required).
As an alternative, parallel approach, we inject synthetic de-
pendencies for dependencies that cannot be found (2b). We
also extract the definition of the function we are considering
itself (2c), and metadata associated to this function (2d). After
having extracted the real and synthetic auxiliary definitions,
we run the IO generation tool for each approach (3a/3b).

This example illustrates the kind of IO we generate:

Listing 1. IO Example
doub le a r e a ( doub le a , doub le b )
{

r e t u r n ( ( f ( a ) + f ( b ) ) / 2 . 0 ) ∗ ( b − a ) ;
}

I npu t : ( 5 2 . 0 2 7 0 0 6 1 7 9 6 , 8 1 . 5 8 5 5 4 7 6 8 3 1 ) ,
Output : 1 2 8 3 . 8 6 9 2 0 0 6 8 2 4 7 8

3.1 Terminology
We tackle two main challenges, compilability and executabil-
ity of standalone C functions. For the latter, since functions
may make use of externally defined auxiliary functions or
types, we consider two distinct approaches: synthetic type
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Figure 1. Overview of our method. We first expand macros except include directives. Then, we apply 4 independent, parallel
steps: 2a) Extraction of real auxiliary function definitions, 2b) Injection of synthetic auxiliary function definitions, 2c) Extraction
of function definition (the one of the function we are considering), 2d) Extraction of metadata. With that, we can run the IO
generation tool with both the real auxiliary definitions (3a) and the synthetic ones (3b).

and function declarations, an existing scheme where type
correct function and types declarations are inserted with
no function bodies [17], and real definitions where we find
the appropriate external header files and external C func-
tions and types. Where real definitions are not found, we
inject synthetic type and function declarations to make func-
tions compilable, and synthetic definitions to make functions
executable.

We distinguish between synthetic IO to refer to IO gener-
ated with synthetic auxiliary function definitions and types,
and real IO, IO generated with the real auxiliary function
and type definitions. We generate IO of varying complexity,
distinguishing between simple IO which is IO for a constant
or identity function, and rich IO, in which implementations
need more complexity. Figure 2 shows a simplified Venn
diagram of the subsets of functions considered in this work.

4 Data, Code Collection and Preprocessing
We use the large-scale GitHub Archive dataset as hosted in
Google BigQuery2 and download all .c and .h files. We use
the Enry language identifier3 to discard non-C header files

2https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/public-datasets/github-on-
bigquery-analyze-all-the-open-source-code
3https://github.com/src-d/enry

and then extract function definitions from each file using
Clang.

After extracting C function definitions, there are two key
challenges - managing dependencies on external functions/-
header files and generating test IO (section 5). For external
dependencies management we experiment both with syn-
thetic and real auxiliary types and functions definitions.

Real Definitions. The ideal approach of building every
repository as originally intended by the developers is not
scaleable as projects have their own mechanism for specify-
ing builds (e.g., repositories relying on following READMEs).
Instead, we iterate over source files and apply heuristics to
find the right include files enabling compilation of as many
functions as possible. To find the appropriate include file, we
build an SQL database with indices for filenames to allow
rapid search and look up.

For each include directive, we check if it is present in the
appropriate directory. For those that are missing: If it is a
missing system include (#include <lib.h>), we remove it
in the hope that functions present in that file not using that
specific library will still be compilable. If it is a missing rela-
tive include (#include "lib.h"), we first check in the same
repository if there exists a header file with the same name,
and change the path accordingly. Otherwise, we check if
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Table 1. Anghabench and GitHub statistics

Dataset Functions Files LOC per function Repositories Duplicated functions
Anghabench 1,039,021 1,039,021 22.42 147 13.64%
GitHub 8,362,855 9,036,556 18.13 386,288 48.73%

Functions

Not
Compilable

Compilable

Real Synthetic

Real
IO

Synthetic
IO

Figure 2. Venn diagram of the sets of functions we consider.
We can make functions compilable either with synthetic
or real declarations. We can make some of the compilable
functions actually executable with IO by injecting synthetic
definitions (aside from declarations) or making use of the
real auxiliary function definitions.

such a file exists in the whole dataset using the SQL database
and link to it. In the frequent case that there are multiples
files with the same name, we prioritize those with the most
stars, based on the assumption they are the most likely.
Table 1 shows statistics of the Anghabench and Github

Archive datasets, before applying any preprocessing.

5 Execution and Unit Test Generation
Our goal is large scale test generation and we trade-off au-
tomation for context sensitivity e.g. some inputs may only
be valid when positive. Capturing such context means we
need either complex analysis or human assistance. Instead,
we use function signatures to guide automatable and scalable
test generation.
In the case of the synthetic approach, we generate 10 IO

pairs per function, with 3 different seeds for the auxiliary
definitions (30 IO in total). In the case of the approach with

the real auxiliary function definitions, we generate 10 IO
pairs per function.

5.1 Automatically Generating Specification Files
from Function Headers

We use a JSON-based description of functions to generate
inputs, based on FACC [43]. We developed a Python frontend
that takes C functions as input and automatically generated
the corresponding JSON files. The JSON IO format describes
the variables that are live at entry and exit at of the function.
It includes several base types: integers uint8, uint16,

uint32, uint64, int8, int16, int32, int64; floats float16,
float32, float64; unit, and string. array and struct are
parametric types. User types should be defined in the context
of these base types. An example IO format description is:

Listing 2. IO Example
{ l i v e i n : [ " x " , " y " , . . . ] ,

l i v e o u t : [ " x " , " a " ]
typemap : {

a : " i n t 3 2 " ,
y : " f l o a t 3 2 "
x : " MyComplexClass "
. . .

}
}

Arrays need to have an associated length parameter, which
is the size of the array to generate. While generating arrays
of large size by default would avoid segmentation faults this
would potentially add overhead and we settle in a default
array size of 32. Strings use a standard C string format, with
variable-length, null-terminated inputs.

The generated testing executable takes one argument, a
JSON input file and produces as output a JSON output file.
which specifies bindings between variables and their corre-
sponding values.

5.1.1 Global Variables and Arguments Passed as Ref-
erence. C code relies heavily on global variables and argu-
ments passed as reference (as opposed to by value), which
makes testing more challenging. However, note that our
specification does allow for global variables and arguments
passed as reference to be both generated and evaluated. We
consider all arguments passed as reference as outputs to be
evaluated after the function execution. In addition, in case
global variables used in the function are undefined (that is,
in the case of synthetic dependencies), we consider them as
part of the inputs to be randomly generated in each IO pair.
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5.1.2 Simple IO. We define simple IO as the set of IO pairs
that fulfills either one of the following conditions:

• Constant; each different input gives the same output.
For example, if each of the 𝑛 IO pairs has the inputs I:
1, 2, . . . , 𝑛 and the outputs O: 0, 0, . . . 0 it is constant

• Identity:, the output variables have the same value as
before executing the function.

While potentially useful to check correctness in some
cases, simple IO is not useful for e.g. IO-based program syn-
thesis, because the simplest implementation passing the tests
can be a simple return value. However, simple IO has po-
tential to be used to benchmark optimizations that already
have correctness guarantees and do not need IO to verify
behaviour, but to benchmark the execution itself. By design
our tool can generate such simple IO instead of more com-
plex IO depending on the functions, at the expense of being
more scalable to real-world datasets than other possible ap-
proaches.

5.1.3 Rich IO. By rich IO we mean IO that does not fulfill
the simple IO conditions, meaning that a constant or identity
implementation cannot pass the tests. This IO has potential to
be used in IO-guided program synthesis or code generation.

We report and study the typology of generated IO in Sec-
tion 6.

5.1.4 Generating Wrappers. Our IO Generator produces
JSON files with runnable values in them. To actually run a
program, we must also generate a wrapper. The wrapper
uses a C++ JSON libray to load values from JSON files into
variables, then calls a function defining the user code.

We refer to the Supplementary Material for more details
on the specification of our tool.

5.2 Safety of Executing Untrusted Code
In principle, memory leaks and segmentation faults of the
executed code cannot affect the main program (the one get-
ting or testing the IO pairs) because they are executed in
separate processes with timeouts. However, in case of the
code with real dependencies, executing untrusted code could
indeed be unsafe for the host system. That is the reason why
we execute all code in containers with limited permissions.
Prospective users must be aware of this danger when exe-
cuting the code with the real dependencies. In case of the
Anghabench ones, safety is less of a concern because all sys-
tem calls are replaced by dummy functions with the same
signature.

6 Results
We present the results of applying our tool to two large-scale
datasets, Anghabench and GitHub Public Archive, summa-
rized in Table 2.

6.1 Anghabench
Anghabench contains 147 popular projects. Since it only
provides synthetic declarations, we must also synthesize
synthetic function definitions, and generate values for global
variables to make them executable. Using the synthetic ver-
sion of our approach, we generated 294k (28%) executable
functions of which 37k contained rich IO. The approach with
real auxiliary definitions cannot be applied to Anghabench
due to the lack of the original context, but the functions
considered in Anghabench are included in Github (Section
6.2).

6.2 GitHub
Over the total 8.5M extracted functions, around 77% were
compilable with synthetic declarations. Of this 77%, we were
able to make executable around 15% with synthetic auxiliary
function definitions, of which around 16% were executable
with rich IO. In the case of approach with the real auxiliary
functions definitions, around 20% of the functions were com-
pilable, with almost 5% of these functions being executable.
Almost 10% of the executable functions with real definitions
produced rich IO.

6.3 Representativeness
In this section, we study whether the obtained functions and
IO are representative of the real-world distribution of C code.

Distribution of Code Metrics. Figure 3 shows the dis-
tributions of various code complexity metrics on differnet
samples of out extracted executable functions. We compare
the behavior of our executable functions with that of the
larger compilable, but not executable, Github population and
show that are excutable functions match the larger popula-
tion’s characteristics.
The first code complexity metric we examine is the cy-

clomatic complexity, which measures number of linearly
independent paths in a program. We also use the Halstead
complexity metrics that are metrics to measure the effort
of developing a program. Further, we examine the number
of lines of code, the maximum Abstract Syntax Tree width,
maximum Abstract Syntax Tree depth, and the number of
basic blocks on unoptimized LLVM IR.

Figure 3 reveals that our functions are close to the samples
found on GitHub (github-compilable), The distributions of
our executable datasets align with this reference distribu-
tion, albeit the features are slightly smaller, indicating less
complex samples. This is true for the Halstead complexities
and the AST depth. The subsets with simple IO (not anno-
tated with rich) match the reference distribution better for
both the AnghaBench and GitHub subsets in terms of the
complexity metrics, making them close to real-world code.
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Table 2. Results in the original Anghabench dataset and in the Github crawling. Here we report results before deduplication
to be closer to the real distribution of code and because real definitions may be different depending on the context (e.g., same
function definition but different headers)

Dataset Method Comp (% over total) Exe (% over comp) Rich IO (% over Exe) Total
Angha Synth 1,039,021 (100%) 294,396 (28.33%) 36,665 (12.45%) 1,039,021
Angha Real 0 0 0
Github Synth 6,566,961 (77.49%) 972,082 (14.80%) 156,717 (16.12%) 8,473,899
Github Real 1,700,356 (20.07%) 83,715 (4.92%) 8,274 (9.88%)
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Figure 3. Distributions of feature quantities on different subsets of the dataset. AnghaBench and GitHub are the respective
repositories. The GitHub reference distribution is denoted as github-compilable.

Distribution of Code Embeddings. To compare the sam-
ples supported by our toolchain in more complex features,
we use the code embeddings from InferCode [44]. InferCode
is a pre-trained language model that predicts an embedding
vector that captures semantic information of the input source
code. We further use the UMAP algorithm for dimensionality
reduction [45] to reduce the embeddings to a 2-dimensional
space for better visualization.

Figure 4a shows the reduced embeddings of the functions
found in the 10 largest open-source projects of AnghaBench,
colored by project. While we can see that many repositories
share a similar feature space, several projects are dissimilar.
This is most significant for the ffmpeg and qmk-firmware
projects. Indeed, we can think of dissimilarities in the nature
of the code of these two projects.

The distributions of compilable and executable functions
in Figure 4b shows that they overlap, so the executable func-
tions are a representative subset of the functions found in the

10 largest projects in AnghaBench. This supports that our
methodology can indeed be used to make a representative
subset of compilable functions executable.

6.4 Error Analysis and Deduplication
Error Analysis. The most common errors for generating

the synthetic definitions are syntax errors due to unexpanded
C macros, as reported in the original Anghabench paper.
The most common compilation error with the real function
definitions are missing header files that we were unable to
find.

Regarding IO generation, our technique tends to perform
poorer in programs that contain pointer arithmetic opera-
tions and conversions and/or a complex control flow struc-
ture. Figure 5 shows which program features lead to the
lowest percentage values of successfully generated IO pairs.
We can succeed only less than 5% of the programs that carry
out pointer manipulation, as represented by the instructions
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Figure 5. Statements or instructions that lead to lowest
success rates when generating IO pairs. The success rate
is the percentage of functions that are are executable and
have at least one of the given statement or instruction over
the functions that have the statement or instruction and are
compilable. The dashed line represents the geometric mean
accross the success rates of all features.

inttoptr, ptrtoint, and bitcast. The low percentage
of correctly generated IO pairs in the case of programs that
include continue and goto statements and labels seems
to suggest that we are still likely to fail in cases of programs
with more complex control flow structures.

Duplication Analysis. Duplicated and near-duplicated
instances are a common issue in machine learning datasets,
affecting the reliability of the evaluation sets and the use-
fulness of training sets [20, 46, 47]. Here, we searched for

exact duplicates of function definitions after tokenization,
and found that close to 14% of the original Anghabench func-
tions were duplicated, while almost half of the ones extracted
from Github (Table 1). Note that this analysis considered all
extracted functions, including the non-compilable ones.

7 ExeBench
The final dataset, which we call ExeBench, is constructed
after deduplicating the outputs obtained in Section 6.

7.1 Deduplicating and Aggregating Code Datasets
We concatenate both Anghabench and Github dataset and ap-
ply exact deduplication based on function definition strings
after tokenization. Before removal we check that external
function references are identical as it is possible for other-
wise identical functions to refer to external functions with
the same names but different functionality. Table 3 shows the
final statistics of ExeBench after deduplicating the outputs
of Section 6.

7.2 Splits
We apply train-valid-test splitting, so that all researchers
using this dataset can report comparable results and can be
used as an actual benchmark instead of just a dataset. How-
ever, in this case we observe some challenges not present in
more classical ML, related to the fact that not all functions
have the same attributes (e.g., one function might have rich
I/O or have no I/O at all). Thus we create different train, valid
and test sets, ensuring that valid and test have all possible
attributes to ease evaluation.

Table 4 shows the statistics of the different splits.

7.3 Row Fields
func_def C function definition.
func_name C function name.
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Table 3. ExeBench stats for each subset after deduplicating and suggested uses

Subset Size Suggested use
Not compilable 735,700 Unsupervised pretraining
Synth compilable 4,189,813 Compilation benchmarking
Real compilable 893,561 Compilation benchmarking
Compilable (synth ∪ real) 4,485,817 Compilation benchmarking
Synth simple IO 644,758 Optimization benchmarking
Real simple IO 43,085 Optimization benchmarking
Synth rich IO 120,148 IO-guided program synthesis, code generation, code search
Real rich IO 4,464 IO-guided program synthesis, code generation, code search
Total functions 5,221,517

Table 4. Exebench splits. Train, valid and test are disjoint. Train-not-compilable and the rest of train sets are disjoint.
Train-synth-simple-IO and train-synth-rich-IO are also disjoint. However, Train-synth-compilable and Train-real-compilable
intersect with all the train subsets with IO.

Split Synth comp Real comp Synth Exe Real Exe Synth Rich IO Real Rich IO Size
train-not-compilable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 735,700
train-synth-compilable ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 4,179,345
train-real-compilable ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 884,543
train-synth-simple-io ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ 644,758
train-real-simple-io ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ 43,085
train-synth-rich-io ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 109,920
valid-synth ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 5,000
valid-real ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 2,232
test-synth ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 5,000
test-real ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 2,232

func_sig C function signature.
path Path in GitHub to the original file the function was

extracted from.
syn_defs Synthetic dependencies (available).
real_defs Real dependencies (if available).
syn_io Synthetic IO (if available).
real_io Real IO (if available).
wrapper C++ wrapper to run the C function.
asm We provide diverse function assemblers (x86, ARM)

with different optimizaton levels (O0, Ofast, Os).

7.4 Availability
We store the data in compressed JSON-L4 files, the same for-
mat used in The Pile [48]. Every function and its attributes
corresponds to one line in a JSON-L file. We plan to upload
the dataset to the Huggingface Datasets[49, 50] Hub, allow-
ing for easy, open access. With the dataset release we also
plan to provide our infrastructure and utilities for actually
running the functions and evaluating them in terms of the
IO pairs.

4https://github.com/leogao2/lm_dataformat

7.5 Applications
Table 3 shows the suggested uses for each of subsets of
ExeBench, including compilation and optimization bench-
marking [51], and IO-guided program synthesis, code gener-
ation, and code search.

8 Conclusions
We present ExeBench, the first real-world ML-scale dataset
of executable C code with IO examples. ExeBench contains
687,843 executable C functions and 4,485,817 compilable C
functions, orders of magnitude more than previous efforts
on open-source C repositories.
We discuss our novel methodology for generating exe-

cutable code benchmarks from software repositories and
demonstrate the the executable functions we extract are rep-
resentative of real-world code.
ExeBench enables application of the latest generation of

data-intensive machine learning models with use cases in-
cluding neural compilation, decompilation, synthesis, and
code evaluation.
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Broader Impact
We do not foresee any unfair usage of this work other than
potential legal and ethical concerns on building models using
other developers’ code, which we believe to be alleviated
by the fact that all the code we collected had already been
processed into a public dataset before and that we include
metadata to locate the original repository and check for
license, if needed.
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